[The effect of alpha-tocopherol in a wide range of concentrations on the structural features of the lipid bilayer regions of endoplasmic reticulum membranes in the mouse liver cells in vitro].
The aim of the present work was to study by ESR-spin-probe technique the effect of the natural antioxidant alpha-tocopherol (alpha-tp) in vitro on the structural parameters (microviscosity, order parameter) of endoplasmic reticulum membranes of the mice liver cells starting from the concentration of 10(-3) mol/l and down to the dilution of 10(-25) mol/l. The stable nitroxyl radicals 16-doxylstearic acid (with the deep localization depth of 20 A) and 5-doxylstearic acid (with the surface localization depth of 8 A) were used as spin probes. It has been shown that alpha-tp causes the increase in microviscosity of the deep lipid bilayer regions and in rigidity of the surface ones at the certain concentrations. The concentration curves obtained have the polymodal shapes being typical of the effects of substances at ultra low doses. Using 16-doxylstearic acid it is detected the increase in the number of thermoinduced structural transitions and appearance of much more high-cooperative ones, as well as the increase in their effective activation energy with the rise of temperature at the supplement of different alpha-tp doses.